Dear all,

I don't mean to be a pest but, as I wrote in my previous request for a more dynamic, coordinated and "political" perspective on this crisis, the situation changes EVERY DAY or every few days and MSP is thinking must evolve at a proper pace otherwise our voice will be an unspecified, non-descript part of the relief community buzz.

Given our experience in the region, and the strength of skills in field and HQ with regards to more than simple aid logistics, I strongly believe we must force ourselves to do better than that.

My point is: great that you agree, but let's be prompt and reactive, and let's establish smart but not too lengthy procedures!

YESTERDAY, I brought up the issue of hype over refugees, and fig-leaf for a failed protection in Kosovo.

The issue for TOMORROW is ...... your guess. Ours: protected zones!

Ena Bonino (Source AFP - Relief Web Site April 2), signaled to me by Antoine:

"If we want this assistance to be effective, to restore a protected humanitarian zone in Kosovo, armed protection is needed," she told a press conference, adding that such a plan would be permitted under the Geneva Convention and the declaration of human rights. But Bonino dodged a question on whether she was in favour of international ground forces being sent into Kosovo, saying: "Everybody has their duties, and I say that if there are problems, solutions have to be found. "At any rate, we will need the collaboration of the military in distributing humanitarian aid," she said.

And also, what's the true story and next step in Macedonia?